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The perceived topic of a passage should determine what information is given priority in storage effort for later recall. The topic should also determine how effective a later recall cue should be, in that recall should be best if the cue is the same as the passage topic. These issues were studied by investigating cued recall of passages that contained information about two candidate topics, either of which could be marked as
the passage topic by initial mention or the sentence surface subject position. The recall cue either matched or mismatched the marked candidate topic. If the cue matched the topic, recall about the marked item was greater than recall about the unmarked item. If the cue mismatched the topic, recall about the two items was roughly the same, unaffected by the topic marking. But the matching and mismatching cues produced the same overall level of recall. In contrast to the original hypothesis, the results are interpreted as the topic marking and recall cue acting as instructions for what information the subject should emphasize in recall. It is argued that the two-topic passages used in this work are processed differently than the usual one-topic passages used in prose memory studies.
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Abstract

The perceived topic of a passage should determine what information is given priority in storage effort for later recall. The topic should also determine how effective a later recall cue should be, in that recall should be best if the cue is the same as the passage topic. These issues were studied by investigating cued recall of passages that contained information about two candidate topics, either of which could be marked as the passage topic by initial mention or the sentence surface subject position. The recall cue either matched or mismatched the marked candidate topic. If the cue matched the topic, recall about the marked item was greater than recall about the unmarked item. If the cue mismatched the topic, recall about the two items was roughly the same, unaffected by the topic marking. But the matching and mismatching cues produced the same overall level of recall. In contrast to the original hypothesis, the results are interpreted as the topic marking and recall cue acting as instructions for what information the subject should emphasize in recall. It is argued that the two-topic passages used in this work are processed differently than the usual one-topic passages used in prose memory studies.
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Some of the information in a piece of prose is more important than the rest of the information. If one is asked to study a passage, one should remember the more important information better than the less important information. This fact is well documented under the name of the "levels effect" in which information at a high level of importance in a propositional analysis of a passage is better recalled than information at low levels (see Johnson, 1970; Kintsch & Keenan, 1973; Kintsch, Kozminsky, Streby, McKoon, & Keenan, 1975; Kozminsky, 1977; Meyer, 1977). The importance level is defined in terms of the hierarchial semantic structure of the passage information.

The role that importance level plays in current theory of prose memory is best represented by the macrostructure theory of comprehension (Kintsch, 1977; van Dijk, 1977; Kintsch & van Dijk, 1978). According to this theory a reader selects or constructs a set of macrostructure propositions from the microstructure propositions presented by the passage. The macrostructure represents what the reader perceives as being the gist or important content of the passage. It is this information that the reader will attempt to store in memory. The levels effect appears because propositions higher in the passage microstructure will usually be important macropropositions as well, or closely related to the macropropositions, and so are likely to be stored and later recalled by the reader.

Although the semantic content of the microstructure is the main determinant of which propositions are important, the surface structure of the passage should play a role as well. There are many features of textual surface structure that signal what content is important, or thematic (van Dijk, 1979). Hence an effective surface-level signal should influence both readers' judgements of the topic or theme of a passage, and readers' recall of the passage. One such signal is a title for the passage. Kozminsky (1977), using passages with two alternate themes, found that recall was biased in favor of propositions relevant to the theme mentioned in the title. Another important surface-level signal is initial mention; items or ideas appearing first in a passage tend to be viewed as thematically important just by virtue of their position (Kieras, 1980). There is some evidence that natural passages often contain the main content early in the passage (Kieras, Note 1; Meyer 1977; Kintsch et al., 1974). Better recall of this initially-appearing important information has been reported, and
has usually been attributed to the effect of the importance level (e.g., Kintsch, et al., 1974; Meyer, 1977). However, many such studies showing the greater recall of higher importance information usually confused semantic or structural level of importance with the surface-level signal of initial mention.

Another important surface-level signal to thematic content is the topic-comment assignment of items mentioned in individual sentences (van Dijk, 1979; Perfetti & Goldman, 1974, 1975). The simplest form of this signal is simply which item appears as the surface subject of the passage sentences. Kieras (in press) found that this signal influenced what readers chose as the topical item of a passage; a particular candidate topic was chosen as the passage topic more often if it appeared as the surface subject of the sentences. Clements (1979), using sentence topic-comment assignments, and other aspects of assigning thematic importance, found that material marked as important was recalled better than unmarked material.

Thus, the reader uses not only the semantic content of the passage, but also theme-signaling surface features to construct a macrostructure for the passage, which specifies which propositions are important, and which are not. Priority for encoding effort is given to the propositions at the top level of the macrostructure, while the low level ones get less effort.

The macrostructure theory mainly deals with construction and storage of important passage information. But consider how readers might retrieve information from a previously studied passage when given a cue to the content. A notion advanced here is that the macrostructure of the passage not only determines what is to be stored, but also what the retrieval routes for that information might be. That is, the reader selects the main item, or main referent, of the passage, around which the macrostructure should be organized (see van Dijk, 1979; Kieras, 1980), and uses this perceived topic as a sort of "address" for storage. When given a cue for recall, the reader looks first under the corresponding "address" in memory for the passage information. If the desired information is found, recall proceeds smoothly. If not, the retrieval attempt will be disrupted, and a different retrieval strategy must be used, resulting in poorer recall. Hence the originally perceived topic of a passage will influence the effectiveness of a recall cue; a cue that matches the topic should be superior to one that mismatches. Such an effect would be a prose memory analog to the "encoding specificity" principle studied heavily in verbal learning.

These topic and cue effects in recall would be important in a practical setting in the design of documents such as technical manuals for equipment maintenance. Suppose that a technician discovers that he or she had to make a certain adjustment on a piece of equipment that was described in a piece of prose material read earlier. The name of the adjustment is the retrieval cue; if this item was originally perceived as the topic of the prose material, recall of the adjustment procedure
should be better than if the adjustment had appeared only as a piece of detail on the fringes of the passage macrostructure.

Unfortunately, most recent prose memory studies use either a free recall paradigm, or do not manipulate both the recall cue and the passage topic. The two studies reported here fill this gap concerning the role of topicalization in cued recall, using brief technical passages. The question is whether marking an item as the passage topic affects cued recall for propositions about that item. Initial mention is the topicalization marker employed in Experiment 1, and initial mention and surface subject assignment are used in Experiment 2. An important feature of these experiments is that the topic marking was done independently of the specific passage content. Thus recall of exactly the same material can be compared for when it is marked as a topic and when it is unmarked. This was achieved by using passages chosen from earlier studies (Kieras, Note 1, 1980) that each had two candidate topics, either of which could be marked as the passage topic. Recall was compared for cases in which the different candidate topics were marked as the passage topic, and the different candidate topics served as the recall cue.

EXPERIMENT 1

In this experiment, several two-topic passages were used, with the topic marking produced by which candidate topic was described first in the passage. Kieras (1980) showed that readers tend to view the first-mentioned item in such passages as the topic. An example passage is shown in Table 1, in which the two candidate topic items, labelled A and B, are Biotransformation and The Liver. The passage consists of two sentences about item A, two sentences about item B, and a linking sentence that connects them. The A-first version consists of the two A sentences followed by the linking sentence followed by the two B sentences. In the B-first version, the B sentences appear first, then the linking sentence, and the A sentences come last. The passages were prepared to be reasonably comprehensible in both versions.

Such passages are rather unnatural, but the use of unnatural verbal material is a standard method of gaining experimental control. Furthermore, Kieras (1980) showed that such passages produced well-behaved effects in tasks requiring the subject to pick one of the two candidate topics as the passage topic. Hence use of such materials to study topicalization effects in recall is justified, although there are problems in ensuring that the two candidate topics are of equal salience (see Kieras, Note 1, 1980). But these results show that recall is influenced by which candidate topic was marked by initial mention and also by which was cued.
Kieras

Table 1

A-First and B-First Versions of an Example Two-Topic Passage

-------------------------------------------------------------

A-First Version

Biotransformation is the chemical transformation that causes the
inactivation of drugs, the detoxification of environmental
pollutants, and the deactivation of chemicals that can cause
cancer. Biotransformation of harmful agents involves an
oxidation reaction which is mediated by complex enzymes, and if
this process does not take place, a drug entering the body may
act indefinitely. Biotransformation defends the body against
the effects of toxins and is carried out in the liver. The
liver, weighing three pounds in the human adult, is the largest
organ in the body and performs diverse functions. Through the
large portal vein of the liver passes all the blood that has
absorbed digested food and other substances from the intestines.

B-First Version

The liver, weighing three pounds in the human adult, is the
largest organ in the body and performs diverse functions.
Through the large portal vein of the liver passes all the blood
that has absorbed digested food and other substances from the
intestines. Biotransformation defends the body against the
effects of toxins and is carried out in the liver.
Biotransformation is the chemical transformation that causes the
inactivation of drugs, the detoxification of environmental
pollutants, and the deactivation of chemicals that can cause
cancer. Biotransformation of harmful agents involves an
oxidation reaction which is mediated by complex enzymes, and if
this process does not take place, a drug entering the body may
act indefinitely.

-------------------------------------------------------------
Method

Materials. Eight passages were selected from those reported in Kieras (Note 1, Experiment 4) that showed good effects of the initial mention variable. These passages would thus be expected to produce different apparent topics when presented in the two orders. A propositional analysis was performed on the passages, based on Kintsch (1974) and Turner and Greene (Note 2). For each passage, two cues, one or two words long, were devised that named each candidate topic of the passages. The passages were prepared as small booklets, one for each subject, one passage per page.

Design. The experiment was within-subjects, with four conditions, corresponding to the two passage versions, A-first or B-first, combined with the two possible cues, the A cue or the B cue. A series of 8 by 8 random latin squares was used to determine the assignment of passages to version and cue conditions for each subject, ensuring that for multiples of eight subjects, each passage would appear twice in each condition, and each subject saw each condition twice and each passage once. Another series of latin squares was used to balance the order of appearance in the booklets.

Subjects. Forty-eight subjects of both sexes participated for extra credit in an introductory psychology course. The session required about one hour.

Procedure. The subjects were run in groups of up to twenty in size. The subjects studied each passage in their booklets, being paced by the experimenter at one minute per passage. After reading all eight passages, subjects immediately began working on a distractor task consisting of a large sheet of arithmetic problems. After eight minutes had elapsed, subjects were instructed on the recall procedure. Each subject was given a booklet consisting of eight pages, with a cue word for one of the passages at the top of each page. The recall cues were arranged in the same order as the passages for each subject. The subjects were instructed to write as much as they could remember, in their own words, of the passage corresponding to the cue word. They were paced at three minutes for each passage recall attempt.

Results

The recall protocols were scored blind, without knowledge of the original passage version condition, for reproductions of the passage propositions. The scoring criterion was fairly strict; only exact reproductions of propositions, with synonyms allowed, were counted as recalled. This, together with the delayed-recall procedure, produced a fairly low level of recall, around 11% on the average. Two independent blind scorings were performed on the recall protocols, and then the scorer was included as a factor in the analysis. Recalled propositions about each candidate topic item were tabulated, but the propositions from the linking sentence were not included. Hence
the analyses were done only on the recall of propositions from the two sentences about each item. The amount of recall was converted to proportions to eliminate the slight differences in the number of propositions contained in the sentences and subjected to an ANOVA. The factors in the analysis were the scoring rater, the item of recall, whether the cue matched or mismatched the first-presented item, and the passage version. In these experiments, the materials were not randomly sampled, but carefully constructed and selected to produce the intended topic manipulation. Hence passages were not treated as a random factor (see Wike & Church, 1976; Clark, Cohen, Smith, & Keppel, 1976).

The second rater produced scores that were very slightly higher than the first rater (10.6% versus 11.3%) which although marginally significant \( F(1,47) = 3.25, p < .1 \) shows very good uniformity in the scoring. The only other rater effect to appear was in the highest order interaction, which will be discussed below.

The mean proportions of recall of each candidate topic item in each condition are shown in Table 2. The main results appeared in two interactions. The item by version interaction was significant \( F(1,47) = 14.82, p < .01 \). This effect was that recall of a item was best when that item was presented first. But the key result is shown in Table 2. This interaction of item with cue and version was strongly significant \( F(1,47) = 34.49, p < .01 \). As shown in the table, when the cue matches the first-presented item, recall of this item is higher than for the other item. However, if the cue mismatches the first-presented item, the passage version has no effect on recall. Note that recall of propositions about the B items was greater than about the A items, being 13.3% versus 8.8% \( F(1,47) = 30.28, p < .01 \).

The interaction of the three-way interaction with rater, alluded to above, was significant \( F(1,47) = 8.75, p < .01 \), but presents no problem in interpretation because the ordering of the cell means for each rater show exactly the same pattern. The four-way interaction means only that the first rater's scores show the Table 2 interaction slightly more strongly than the second rater's scores. No other effects approached significance.

DISCUSSION

The result that information about an item presented first in a passage is recalled better than for an item presented later duplicates that reported by Meyer (1977) and others that recall is better for the first mentioned material. However, this result is stronger in this study since order of appearance in the passage was manipulated separately from the semantic content associated with the item. Thus even though the most important content normally appears first in a passage, initial mention influences recall because it has topic-signalling value in itself.
Table 2
Mean Proportion of Recall About Each Item

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item of Recall</th>
<th>Version</th>
<th>( A )</th>
<th>( B )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Matching</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( A )</td>
<td>.14</td>
<td>.07</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( B )</td>
<td>.07</td>
<td>.18</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>MisMatching</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( A )</td>
<td>.07</td>
<td>.15</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( B )</td>
<td>.07</td>
<td>.13</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note. The standard error of these means is about .01.
The results in Table 2 however, contain a more theoretically interesting result, that recall about an item is specific to the relation of the recall cue to the originally perceived passage topic. That is, if the cue matches the perceived topic, recall favors the cued item, but if the cue mismatches, the originally perceived topic is irrelevant to the amount of recall. The topic apparently does not govern what the reader stores, since in the mismatching cue case there is no effect of the passage version. Rather, the originally perceived topic seems to determine how useful a later recall cue will be.

There are two problems with these results. The first problem is that the item B propositions are better recalled overall than item A propositions, which confuses the results. In contrast, as presented in more detail in Kieras (Note 1, 1980), in these passages the A items are generally preferred to the B items as passage topics. A possible explanation for the difference between the items is that the B items showed a tendency to be more specific than the A items, and the facts stated about the B items tended to be more specific and concrete. Although the A-B label is clearly arbitrary, in practice the passages were composed by starting with an A item and trying to devise a suitable B item; this process apparently resulted in differences in item salience. For example, the passage shown in Table 1 had Biotransformation, a general type of metabolic process, as item A and The liver as item B. Fairly general statements were made about biotransformation, while rather specific facts were stated about the liver. It could be that the more general candidate topic makes the best choice for the passage topic, since it logically subsumes the other possible passage topic, but highly specific facts about a specific item are easier to recall in this type of memory experiment. This problem was explored in the second experiment by using passages for which normative topic choice data was available, and comparing passages that showed either a strong bias in favor of one item being the topic, or essentially no such bias.

The second problem is that since the topic marking manipulation involved a serial position manipulation, the observed effects may be due to simple serial position effects rather than to topic marking. Thus the results could be explained as follows: In the matching cue condition, subjects are able to start their recall with the cued item and then recall the passage sentences in the same order as originally presented. The unmarked item information is recalled poorly because it is recalled last, and so suffers from output interference. Hence a result like Deese and Kaufman's (1957) primacy-only serial position curve appears. In the mismatching cue condition, the cue encourages the subject to start in the middle of the passage, thus disrupting the normal serial order of recall, leading to poorer performance, and making the original version of the passage irrelevant.

The attack on this problem used in Experiment 2 was to include a different passage topic marker, sentence surface subject assignment. This marker would allow different candidate
topic items to be marked as topical by changes in the sentences, without changing the order of the sentences in the passage. Also, detailed data was collected on the order of sentences in the recall protocols, which would allow serial position effects in recall to be directly examined.

**EXPERIMENT 2**

In this experiment, passages of three types were used: balanced, biased, and surface subject. The balanced and biased passages appeared in either the A-first or the B-first order. The balanced passages were selected to show little or no bias in item choice, and the biased were chosen to show a strong bias. The surface subject passages appeared in either of two versions, which differed only in which candidate topic appeared as the surface subject of all of the passage sentences. As in Experiment 1, recall was cued with either of the two candidate topics.

**Method**

**Materials.** Using the materials and results from Kieras (1980, in press), six passages were selected, two of each of the three types balanced, biased, and surface subject. The candidate topic items of the passages used, together with the proportions of choices of each item and the sample size for these proportions, are shown in Table 3. The balanced and biased passages were chosen from those used in Kieras (1980), in which subjects chose one of the two candidate topics in a forced-choice procedure. The surface subject passages were chosen from those used in Kieras (in press), in which subjects generated noun phrase statements of the passage topics; these were scored for which one of the candidate topics they referred to. Since the statements may have referred to something else, these choices are not exhaustive. For ease in reference here, the label of item A was assigned to the candidate topic that was preferred, even slightly, in each passage.

The balanced passages were chosen to show a symmetrical effect of initial mention on topic choice with very little bias in favor of one of the items. As can be seen in Table 3, for both balanced passages, there is a strong initial mention effect, and the choices of the two items overall are almost of equal frequency. The biased passages were chosen to show a strong topic bias. The Table 1 example is a biased passage used in this experiment. As shown in the table, there is a strong bias in favor of item A, which in both passages is a very general abstract concept, while item B is a very specific and concrete item. The effect of topicalizing B by initial mention is only to weaken the preference for item A. Finally, the surface subject passages were chosen to show a substantial effect of which candidate topic was marked by appearing as the surface subject of the passage sentences. Table 4 shows one of these passages; item A is vaccines, and item B is virus. Due to the difficulty of composing such passages, equating the items...
Table 3
Proportion of Choices of Item A and Item B for Each Passage Type.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topicalization Version</th>
<th>A</th>
<th>B</th>
<th>Overall</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>A</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------------------</td>
<td>----</td>
<td>----</td>
<td>----</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Passage Items (A/B)</td>
<td>Choice:</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Balanced (N=24)</td>
<td>Corona/Solar Wind</td>
<td>.83</td>
<td>.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Isomers/Retinene</td>
<td>.79</td>
<td>.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Biased (N=48)</td>
<td>Bioluminescent light/flashlight fish</td>
<td>.83</td>
<td>.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Biotransformation/liver</td>
<td>.94</td>
<td>.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surface Subject (N=11)</td>
<td>Vaccine/virus</td>
<td>.91</td>
<td>.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Radio Galaxies/Radio waves</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 4

The A-Topicalized and B-Topicalized Versions
of an Example Surface Subject Passage

----------------------------------------

A-Topicalized Version

A vaccine is prepared by somehow weakening a virus, often by inactivating the DNA and using the protein coat which can be injected to stimulate the immune system of the body. Vaccines require for their preparation the keeping of a large supply of virus that is usually grown in systems such as egg or cell cultures. A vaccine is now under test that may soon control the virus, Hepatitis B, that produces a serious and very debilitating disease. Vaccines have become available against many viruses that once caused diseases which were common and often incurable although some diseases still cannot be controlled this way. Vaccines were originally discovered and developed by men like Jenner who showed that the virus that causes cowpox, a very mild disease, could prevent infection by the dreaded smallpox.

B-Topicalized Version

Viruses that have somehow been weakened, often by inactivating the DNA and using the protein coat, are used to prepare vaccines which can be injected to stimulate the immune system of the body. Viruses must be kept in large supply in order to prepare vaccines and are usually grown in systems such as egg or cell cultures. The virus, Hepatitis B, that produces a serious and very debilitating disease may soon be controlled by a vaccine now under test. Viruses once caused many common and often incurable diseases until vaccines against them became available, although some diseases still cannot be controlled this way. The virus that causes cowpox, a very mild disease, was shown by Jenner, one of the original discoverers and developers of vaccines, to prevent infection by the dreaded smallpox.

----------------------------------------
on salience was not attempted for the work in Kieras (in press); the item choices are thus biased. But notice that there is not an obvious difference in the generality or concreteness of the two items, as is the case in the biased passages. Thus, in the A-topicalized versions of the passages, A was quite the dominant choice for the topic, but in the B-topicalized versions, A and B were chosen roughly equally often. Thus overall, there is a bias in favor of A.

As in Experiment 1, for the balanced and biased passages, the B-topicalized version consisted simply of the same sentences as the A-topicalized version in a different order. The surface subject passages, however, contained different sentences in the two versions, which conveyed the same propositional content, but differed in which candidate topic appears in the subject and which in the predicate. All of the passages were five sentences long, and were computer justified and printed to occupy about 14 lines. Each passage was printed on a separate page, and the pages assembled into booklets for each subject. Each subject's booklet contained first a page of instructions, followed by six passage pages, followed by a page of arithmetic problems for a distractor task, followed by a page of recall instructions and six recall pages, each containing a cue word that was one of the two candidate topics for one of the passages. The cue words appeared in the same order as the corresponding passages. The order of appearance of the passages in the booklets was separately randomized for each subject's booklet.

Design. The design was between-subject; there were four groups, each of 15 subjects, one for each combination of passage version (A topocalized or B topocalized) and recall cue (A or B). Each subject studied the appropriate version of each of the six passages. The design ensured that if a multiple of four subjects were run, each passage appeared equally often in each version-cue combination.

Subjects were assigned to one of the four version-cue combinations in the order that they appeared for the experiment, with each combination used once in each consecutive group of four subjects.

Subjects. Subjects were 60 University of Arizona undergraduates, recruited through campus advertisements, who were paid $2 for participating in the one-hour experiment.

Procedure. Subjects were run in groups of one to several people. After reading the instructions on the first page of the booklet, the subjects read each passage in their booklets one at a time, being paced at 2 minutes per passage. The instructions asked the subjects to try to remember the facts and ideas in each passage and not to attempt to memorize the exact wording. After completing study of the last passage, the subjects worked the page of arithmetic problems for eight minutes. Then the subjects read the recall instructions, and then began to work on the recall pages in the booklet which were blank except for a cue word at the top of each page. They were instructed to recall in their own words as much as they could remember about
the passage corresponding to the cue word, writing in the space provided on the page. They were paced at three minutes per recall page, and were not allowed to go back.

Results

Recall. The passages were propositionalized as in Experiment 1, and the recall protocols were scored for reproduction of each passage proposition. The scoring was done blind with regard to the presented version for the balanced and biased passages, and blind with regard to the recall cue for the surface-subject passages. Scoring was done independently by two judges, and then a third judge reconciled the two sets of scorings to yield a final single scoring.

Two scoring criteria were used, one a strict scoring in which only exact reproductions of propositions, with synonyms permitted, were counted. A liberal scoring was also done, in which all propositions were counted as recalled that the subject must have known in order to produce his or her recall protocol. In the major analyses, this highly subjective scoring yielded results comparable with the strict scoring, but produced weak and ambiguous effects in the secondary analyses of each passage type. Hence the strict scoring only will be reported.

The passage propositions were labelled according to whether they were about item A, item B, or something else. A proposition was designated as being about an item if it either contained the item as a argument, or it embedded or was embedded by a proposition that did.

The data were then expressed as proportions of presented propositions that were recalled for each subject for each candidate topic item in each passage, and subjected to ANOVA. The within-subject factors were passage type (balanced, biased, and surface subject), passages within types, and item of recall (A or B). The between-subject factors were passage version (A topicalized or B topicalized) and cue type (matching the topicalized item, or mismatching the topicalized item). Table 5 presents the mean proportions of recall for the strict scoring, for each combination of passage type, item of recall, passage version, and matching or mismatching cue.

Overall the liberal scores were considerably higher, with a mean of about .36 compared to the strict score mean of .16. Since the key effects in the strict scores are replicated in the liberal scores, the effects can not be attributed to floor artifacts, despite the low level.

In the strict score ANOVA, there was a main effect of item of recall, in which topic B was recalled more, at .18, than A, at .14 ($F(1,56)=13.61, p<.01$). This result is similar to that in Experiment 1, in which A, the predominant topic, was recalled less than B. There was no main effect of passage version ($F<1$). Note especially that there was no main effect of cue type ($F<1$). There was a main effect of passage type: Balanced were recalled
Table 5
Mean Proportion of Recall about Each Item for Each Passage Type

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Passage Type</th>
<th>Balanced</th>
<th>Biased</th>
<th>Surface Subject</th>
<th>Mean</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Item of Recall:</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cue Version</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Matched</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>.20</td>
<td>.11</td>
<td>.20</td>
<td>.26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>.13</td>
<td>.18</td>
<td>.05</td>
<td>.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mismatched</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>.11</td>
<td>.12</td>
<td>.12</td>
<td>.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>.17</td>
<td>.19</td>
<td>.18</td>
<td>.23</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note. The standard error of these means is about .05 for between-subject comparisons and about .04 for within-subject comparisons.
at .15, biased at .20, and surface subject at .13 (F(2,112)=8.94, p<.01). There was also a main effect of passages within types (F(3,168)=13.58, p<.01) and an interaction of item of recall with passages (F(3,168)=13.82, p<.01). The effect of item of recall differed for passage types (F(2,112)=15.34, p<.01), as can be seen in the means in Table 5. This interaction is that both items were recalled equally well overall for the balanced and surface subject passages, but for the biased passages, item A was recalled at the same mean level as in the other types, but item B propositions are recalled about twice as often.

The key result is the interaction between item of recall, passage version, and cue type (F(1,56)=19.88, p<.01), shown in the last columns of Table 5. The effect is that for matching cues, there is the same topic effect seen in Experiment 1, in which recall of a item is superior if it was originally topicalized. For the mismatching cue, the recall does not follow this pattern, but shows the overall recall superiority of item B. Inspection of the table shows that this pattern differs over the passage types, but the four-way interaction including passage type was not significant (F(2,112)=1.35, p>.1). However, this could be due to low power, since the analyses below show clear differences between the passage types.

Recall in Each Passage Type. Three separate ANOVAs were done on the strict scores, one for each passage type, including all of the previous factors except passage type. These show how the overall results appear in each passage type.

The balanced passages showed a main effect of passage (F(1,56)=23.41, p<.01) but no interaction of passage with other factors. Item of recall and version interacted (F(1,56)=4.42, p<.05), such that recall of B was higher for version B, but lower for version A, whereas recall of A was unaffected by version. The main result appeared as the interaction between recall item, version, and cue type, which just missed significance at .05 (F(1,56)=3.81, p<.1). As shown in Table 5, there was a strong topic effect for matching cues, but for the mismatching cues, there was only an effect in which the B version was better for both items of recall.

The surface subject passages were similar to the balanced passages. Again there was a main effect of passages (F(1,56)=20.52, p<.01), but there was an interaction of passage with recall item and version (F(1,56)=5.20, p<.05). However the main result again appeared in an interaction between recall item, version, and cue type (see Table 5) that resembled the balanced passages (F(1,56)=5.20, p<.05). Again there is a topic effect for the matching cue.

The biased passages, however, were rather different from the other two types. There was, as it happened, no main effect of passage, but there was an interaction between item of recall and passages (F(1,56)=33.10, p<.01) in which one of the passages produced equal recall of A and B, whereas the other, the biotransformation/liver passage, produced a large amount of
recall about B. Correspondingly, there was a strong main effect of item of recall (F(1,56)=25.27, p<.01). The three-way interaction between item of recall, version, and cue type was again significant (F(1,56)=8.15, p<.01), but as shown in Table 4, followed a different pattern than in the other types. Recall of B was superior overall compared to A; if the cue matched the version topic, recall of B was unaffected, but A recall was better in the A-topicalized version than in the B-topicalized version. If the cue mismatched, recall of a item appears to be better when the cue corresponds to the item of recall (that is, the mismatched cue for the A version is B, and for the B version is A), meaning that the passage version is relatively unimportant. The two individual biased passages, despite the differences in amount of recall of the items, both follow this pattern.

Summary of Recall Results. For all passage types, there is no effect of cue type; mismatching cues produced the same overall level of recall as matching cues. For matching cues, the balanced and surface subject passages show better recall of the item marked as topical by the passage version than for the unmarked item. In the biased passages with matching cues, recall of the preferred topic, the abstract general item A, is better if it is marked by initial mention, but recall of the specific, concrete item E is unaffected, and is higher than item A recall.

For mismatching cues, the results are less neat: The balanced passages show better recall of both items in the B-topicalized version than in the A-topicalized, and the surface subject passages show no differences except for better recall of A compared to other conditions when it is cued with the mismatching A cue in the B-topicalized version. Finally, for the biased passages, the recall of an item seems to be best under the corresponding cue, even though the cue mismatched the passage topicalization. The simplest summary of the mismatching cue results is that each item of recall was either marked as the passage topic, or appeared as the recall cue. Apparently, in either case, recall of the corresponding item benefitted, but the relative strength of these two benefits was not clear-cut, producing no clear pattern in the mismatching cue condition.

Order of Recall. The order of recall of passage information was analyzed as follows: In scoring the recall protocols, for each proposition scored as recalled, the serial number of the subject's sentence containing that proposition was noted. Hence if a subject recalled a certain proposition in his or her third sentence in the recall protocol, that proposition was assigned a recall sentence number of 3. Protocols containing either no recall or only one sentence of recall for a passage were not included. The average sentence of recall for propositions expressed in each of the original passage sentences is shown in Table 6. Note that for balanced and biased passages, sentences 1 and 2 contain the propositions about the first-mentioned item, and sentences 4 and 5 those about the second-mentioned item. For surface subject passages, each sentence contained both items. Overall, the recall sentence
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Passage Type</th>
<th>Cue Type</th>
<th>Version</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Balanced</td>
<td>Matched</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>1.21</td>
<td>2.16</td>
<td>2.88</td>
<td>2.81</td>
<td>3.69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>B</td>
<td>1.36</td>
<td>2.22</td>
<td>2.86</td>
<td>3.63</td>
<td>4.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MisMatched</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>2.16</td>
<td>2.07</td>
<td>2.03</td>
<td>1.79</td>
<td>2.51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>B</td>
<td>1.54</td>
<td>2.45</td>
<td>2.27</td>
<td>2.76</td>
<td>2.92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Biased</td>
<td>Matched</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>1.11</td>
<td>2.14</td>
<td>2.52</td>
<td>3.17</td>
<td>3.39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>B</td>
<td>1.39</td>
<td>2.25</td>
<td>3.00</td>
<td>2.64</td>
<td>3.92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MisMatched</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>1.71</td>
<td>2.07</td>
<td>2.69</td>
<td>2.08</td>
<td>3.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>B</td>
<td>1.62</td>
<td>1.95</td>
<td>2.08</td>
<td>2.77</td>
<td>3.69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surface Subject</td>
<td>Matched</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>1.51</td>
<td>2.45</td>
<td>2.93</td>
<td>3.46</td>
<td>3.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>B</td>
<td>1.38</td>
<td>2.94</td>
<td>2.86</td>
<td>2.71</td>
<td>3.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MisMatched</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>1.71</td>
<td>2.29</td>
<td>2.82</td>
<td>3.50</td>
<td>3.47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>B</td>
<td>1.51</td>
<td>2.09</td>
<td>2.62</td>
<td>2.98</td>
<td>4.16</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
numbers increase smoothly with the original passage sentence numbers, meaning that the recall was generally written in the same order as the original passage information appeared in. Two conditions stand out as violating this relationship: In the balanced passages, the A Version Mismatching Cue condition has B recall coming both first and last on the average, with A recall in the middle. In the surface subject passages, the B Version Matching Cue condition shows a reversed order of the middle sentences. With these two exceptions, the correspondence to input order is very good.

A simple correlational analysis was done to assess the relative importance of version and cue on recall sentence order. The recall sentence numbers were converted to a proportionate measure by dividing them by the number of sentences in the recall protocol. Point-biserial correlation coefficients were then computed separately for propositions about item A and item B, with the mean sentence number of recall being the continuous variable, and either version or cue being the dichotomous variable. Each individual recall protocol for a passage contributed one data point. These correlations, along with their t values and significance, are shown in Table 7.

Notice first of all that the correlations are essentially zero for the surface subject passages; since each sentence mentioned both items, this is to be expected. But note that from Table 6, recall order was still substantially the same as input order for these passages. Hence, neither version nor cue influenced order of recall for the surface subject passages.

Next consider the correlations for the biased passages. The correlation of version with recall order is much stronger than the correlation of cue with recall order. Finally, for the balanced passages, the correlations of cue with recall average about .27, but the correlation of version with recall averages higher, at about .36. The version correlation for A recall is depressed due to the one bad condition for recall order noted above.

Hence the order of recall generally seems to be closely related to the original version of the passage, with relatively little relation to the recall cue. This suggests that when given a recall cue, subjects generally recall the passage in roughly the same order as the original, regardless of the cue.

DISCUSSION

Simple Serial Order Hypothesis. The hypothesis was presented above that the topicalization and cue effects from Experiment 1 can be explained in terms of output interference resulting from either facilitation or disruption of the subject's strategy of recalling the passage information in the same order as originally read. This hypothesis can be criticized as follows: First of all, it predicts only that the last-recalled information will suffer; it does not naturally explain how or why the recall cue would influence recall.
Table 7
Mean Proportionate Sentence of Recall and Point-Biserial Correlations between Sentence of Recall and Passage Version and Sentence of Recall and Cue for Propositions about each Item of Recall

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Passage Type</th>
<th>Item Version</th>
<th>Mean rpb</th>
<th>Passage Version</th>
<th>Mean rpb</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Balanced</td>
<td>A A</td>
<td>.68</td>
<td>A .68</td>
<td>- .277**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>B B</td>
<td>.81</td>
<td>B .81</td>
<td>- .266*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>B A</td>
<td>.78</td>
<td>A .74</td>
<td>.443**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>B B</td>
<td>.57</td>
<td>B .61</td>
<td>.288**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Biased</td>
<td>A A</td>
<td>.55</td>
<td>A .61</td>
<td>-.565**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>B B</td>
<td>.79</td>
<td>B .73</td>
<td>-.274**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>B A</td>
<td>.80</td>
<td>A .70</td>
<td>.593**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>B B</td>
<td>.50</td>
<td>B .60</td>
<td>.200*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surface Subject</td>
<td>A A</td>
<td>.63</td>
<td>A .64</td>
<td>-.053</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>B B</td>
<td>.64</td>
<td>B .63</td>
<td>.039</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>B A</td>
<td>.72</td>
<td>A .72</td>
<td>.016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>B B</td>
<td>.72</td>
<td>B .72</td>
<td>.011</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Value of rpb significant at .05; ** at .01.
Secondly, under this hypothesis, one would expect that the overall level of recall would be worse under the mismatching cue condition than the matching condition, since the mismatching cue would always produce disruption of recall, while the matching one would not. However, the average level of recall did not differ between cuing conditions. Third, the same class of effects was observed for the surface subject passages, in which information about the two items was distributed almost uniformly throughout the passage. Serial order of recall within sentences for the surface subject passages could not be invoked, because the data on surface subject of recall sentences strongly suggests that this information was not retained that well. Finally, the order of recall data gives little support to the disruption hypothesis: Subjects made little effort to recall the cued item information first, but rather generally tried to recall in the same order as the original passage. Hence the hypothetical disruption of recall order has no clear manifestations.

Thus, the observed effects should be attributed to alterations in the perceived topic of the passages, not to disturbances in the order of recall.

Reproduction of Input Order. Apparently subjects can retain certain features of the surface form of a passage, as shown by the similarity between input and output order seen in these results, and observed before by Deese and Kaufman (1957). However, it is not the case that this is simply verbatim memory for the passage content. For one thing, a strict propositional scoring is very sensitive to near-verbatim recall; if the recall had much verbatim content, the scored level of recall would be considerably higher. Thus the low level observed means that there is little verbatim or near-verbatim content in the recall protocols. Another argument that the recall has little verbatim content is based on which item appeared as the surface subject of sentences in the recall protocols for the surface subject passages, in which one item was the subject of all of the sentences. Only 37% of the recall sentences had the same referent for the surface subject as the original passage sentences; 21% had the other candidate topic as the surface subject, and 44% had some other surface subject. Thus even this simple and distinctive feature of sentence surface structure is not very well retained.

How is the similarity between input and output order explained if there is little verbatim-level retention of the passage? What readers could actually be remembering is the order of information in the passage macrostructure. That is, the technical passages used in these experiments could have some schema-like properties in which information is presented in some normative order (see Kieras, Note 3, for further discussion). For example, the first sentence about a topic item was usually a fairly general statement, and was followed by more detailed information. If the passage macrostructure had a tree-like form that was recalled starting with the more important information at the top of the tree and proceeding to the detail information near the bottom of the tree, then the order of output of the
propositions would resemble the order of the propositions in the original passage, even without retention of the actual verbatim surface form.

**Distinction between topicality and memorability.** The results for the biased passages make the interesting point that topicality and memorability of a passage item are distinct characteristics. The abstract general terms were heavily favored as passage topics, but the specific concrete items subsumed under these topics were much better recalled. This argues that standing in the passage macrostructure is not the only determinant of recall of a passage proposition.

**Topics and Cues as Recall Instructions.** Both intuition and the memory-location model for topic and cue effects presented above would predict that recall would be best overall for matching cues, and worst overall for mismatching cues. However, the actual results contradict this model. The overall recall does not differ with cue type. Hence, what is being affected is not how much subjects recall from the passage, but rather what subjects recall. This pattern is clearest in the balanced and surface subject passages. When the recall cue corresponded to the original passage topic, the subject favored this topic in his or her recall, but there was some recall about the other, non-marked, item in the matching cue condition. This argues that the subject has memory access to the item although it was neither marked as the passage topic nor cued. In the mismatched condition, the two candidate topics seem to be roughly equally well recalled in these passages. Since one item was marked in the passage, and the other was cued, perhaps subjects were able to give them similar success in recall, again implying that information about the two items is equally available.

Hence the effect of topicalization in these passages does not seem to be that of altering how much information was stored about each item. Rather what could be going on is that the topic marking is an aspect of the passage that the subject stores, more or less independently of the propositions retained. Suppose then, that the reader is asked to recall the passage about a certain item, and also remembers that this item was marked as the topic of the passage. Then he or she interprets this situation as a task demand that this topical item is more important to recall than the unmarked item, and so favors it in the recall effort. If the cued item is not the passage topic, the reader feels little need to favor one of the items over the other, and so recall of the two items is roughly equal. Thus the passage topic and recall cue act like instructions to the subject about what portions of the passage he or she should attempt to recall.

This explanation is in conflict with the macrostructure theory presented above, in which topicalization would govern storage priorities. This theory has been supported by many experiments in which information higher in the passage macrostructure is recalled better than information lower in the macrostructure. It seems reasonable to think that a manipulation that alters the topic of the passage would alter
its macrostructure, and so should change which information would be remembered better. The Kozminsky (1977) study and the Britton, Meyer, Simpson, Holdrege, and Curry (1979) study show just such effects. But there are several differences between the present experiments and those supporting the macrostructure theory. First of all, the usual prose memory experiment is done with a free recall paradigm, or with a cue corresponding to the single, unambiguous passage topic. The passages usually used probably have a "tighter" macrostructure than the two-topic passages used here, in that the structure would be organized around one main item, and would have a relatively neat tree-like structure. But the two-topic passages could be viewed by subjects as having two distinct, but interconnected, structures, one organized around each candidate topic, and one of these marked by the textual surface structure as being more thematically important than the other.

In processing an ordinary passage, the reader could select for storage the most important propositions about the single topic. In processing one of the two-topic passages, the reader could select for storage the most important propositions about each of the two candidate topics, and also remember which was supposed to be more important. When asked to recall, the reader of an ordinary passage has no problem; any cue to the topic corresponds to the top level of the passage information in memory, but the two-topic passage reader must make a choice which of the two structures to emphasize in recall. The relation of the original topic to the recall cue would be used to make the choice.

If this characterization of the present results is accepted, there are two consequences: One is that the macrostructure theory needs to be modified or expanded to take into account what the reader will do with complex technical passages that do not have a obvious structure organized closely around a single topic. Clearly some further experiments should be done on the problem. The second consequence is that certain seemingly simple questions about prose memory may not be easily answered. The original question addressed by these studies was simply whether the topic of a passage governs later recall, content differences being controlled. The two-topic passages seemed a good choice as a method to allow altering which item was topical without making serious changes in the passage content. But if readers process such passages completely differently from single-topic passages, the role of the perceived passage topic in the storage and retrieval of prose information can not be so easily isolated.
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